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THE CLINTON CLIMATE INITIATIVE

MISSION

Make a difference in the fight against climate change in practical, measurable, and 

significant ways.

PHILOSOPHY

• Think Big

• Move Quickly

• Use Markets

• Create Partnerships

• Get Results

APPROACH

• Generate Political Will

• Convene Stakeholders

• Stimulate Markets

• Remove Barriers to Scale-Up

• Organize Partners

• Mobilize Resources

• Share Best Practices

• Measure Results





• CITIES - 70% of CO2 emissions

• CLEAN ENERGY - Fossil fuels are 60% of 

global GHGs, mainly from heat and electricity

• FORESTRY - 15% of CO2 emissions

STRATEGIC AREAS OF FOCUS



CARBON-NEUTRAL TRANSPORTATION

• Backcast from a bold vision: carbon-neutrality

Transportation Emissions =
VKT x Fleet efficiency x Fuel carbon-intensity

• All three, and their synergies must be addressed



TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT

• Optimization: loading, routes, including 

responding to real-time traffic conditions, 

new business models (e.g. car-sharing)

• Client Partnerships - e.g. night 

deliveries may be more efficient but need 

to be coordinated

• Process Redesign – e.g. designing 

products and services to minimize trips - if 

you are in a position to do so; using 

different vehicles for different applications

• Urban Fabric: low density increases 

mileage



ELECTRIC VEHICLES
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EV NETWORK COMMITMENTS 

INFRASTRUCTURE

PERMITTING AND PROCESSES

DEMAND PROJECTIONS

COORDINATION OF INCENTIVES

cities will facilitate the planning and deployment of 
charging infrastructure and related electricity supply 
systems

cities will mobilise demand for EVs in city 
fleets and rally private fleets

cities will help coordinate incentives and 
contribute to the package

cities will help streamline permitting re. 
charging equipment 

CCI’s focus: help cities get it right from the start to send a clear 
message to the market. 



THE CASE FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES

• GHG reductions EVs could contribute
up to 23% of Toronto’s GHG reduction 
target in 2020

• Reliance on oil - Ontario imports 99% of 
its oil; volatility

• Good fit with renewable energy -
storage, off-peak use

• Air quality and noise
• Significant commitment by OEMs, 

battery makers and governments around 
the world

• Lower TCO than conventional vehicles 
within reach

• Green jobs for early movers (manuf. 
and services)
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EVCONOMICS
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ICE BEV BEV + incent

Price 20,000 38,500 28,500

Cost of energy $1.00 $0.13 $0.13

Consumption/KM 0.08 0.15 0.15

Length of ownership 8 8 8

Km per year 20,000 20,000 20,000

Energy cost $1,600 $390 $390

Present value of energy $10,341 $2,521 $2,521 

Discount rate 5% 5% 5%

Total $30,341 $41,021 $31,021 

More expensive gas

Cost of energy $1.365 $0.13 $0.13

Total $34,116 $41,021 $31,021 

More kilometres/yr

Km per year 25,000 25,000 25,000

Total $32,926 $41,651 $31,651 

Only Off-Peak Charging

Cost of energy $1 $0.105 $0.105

Total $30,341 $40,536 $30,536 

All

Cost of energy $1.365 $0.105 $0.105

Km per year 25,000 25,000 25,000

Total $37,645 $41,045 $31,045 

• US Nissan Leaf price + 

incentives makes it 

competitive with a $20k ICE 

car

• Less compelling case than in 

EU because of relatively low 

gas prices

• The more you drive, the more 

you benefit

• Japanese experience has 

shown that public charging 

helps drivers feel safe driving 

more – hence investment in 

public charging helps make EV 

viable
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BATTERIES

• Batteries are key to EV adoption

• Energy density (KWh/kg)

• Power (rate of energy transfer)

• Safety 

• Life

• Cost

• Close to a favourable TCO comparison between ICE 

and BEVs, tied to incentives and fuel prices

• Lifespan and end-of-life battery value still question 

marks

• All battery characteristics expected to improve, but 

how fast? E.g. now ~$600/KWh, target $100-200

• Tied to research, but also economies of scale

• Good news: capacity increasing fast in US, Asia and 

Europe
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EXAMPLE: ELECTRIC TRUCKS TODAY

• Zerotruck, class 4 truck; 

• Base price $109,000 plus Base 

Chassis ($31,000 BASE) 

• Range: 65-75 miles city driving

• Charge Time: Charge Time: 8-10 

hours (220-240V), 2 hours fast 

charge

• Navistar e-star Class 2c-3

• Base price $149,900

• Range: 100 miles

• Charge Time: Charge Time: 6-8 

hours

• Fedex is a client



PREPAREDNESS BEST PRACTICE SCAN
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INCENTIVES

What we’ve heard

• Numerous jurisdictions offer $5,000 -
$10,000 per EV

• Incentives are only part of the equation

• Must be logically bundled and 
understandable

• Segment customers

• With a sunset clause and/or declining 
to encourage fast action

• Tied to the size of the battery

• Potential need for battery life guarantee 
/ buyback

• Link to communication strategy



EDUCATION AND OUTREACH 

• Low awareness and pervasive 

myths remain

– Confusion among hybrids, 

PHEVs and BEVs

– Lack of sophistication re. TCO

• Awareness identified as key priority

• Website Content:

– Facts: costs, GHG, alternatives 

to cars, etc

– Guide to buy an EV and set up 

a charging point

– Comparison calculators, 

including all available 

incentives
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London’s awareness and education 

campaign is working.  ~75% of Londoners 

surveyed will consider buying an EV



INFRASTRUCTURE

• Infrastructure = grid readiness and charging 

infrastructure

• Key question: beyond home-base charging, how much 

opportunistic charging is needed? Slow or fast? Less of 

an issue for fleets

• More research is needed to finalize precise deployment 

plan, actual mix of charging types locally

– Pilots are essential

• In any case, early public infrastructure signals 

commitment, builds awareness and addresses range 

anxiety

• Governments can outsource service delivery, but not 

vision, strategy, coordination and grid impact 

management
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CASE STUDY: E-LAAD

• Consumers can apply to have a public charging station built in front 

of their home (8,000)

• E-Laad also takes applications from municipalities (2,000)

– Rule of thumb: 1 station per 10,000 inhabitants

• Cost: €3,500 per station + €3,500 – 8,000 for install

• Design competition to design the charging station

• Using green energy

• Interoperable and upgradable 17

• Consortium of Dutch 

utilities

• Worried about impact of 

EVs on the grid

• Funding 10,000 charging 

stations by 2012 - €25m



CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE: RWE MOBILITY 

• E-Mobility: complete EV solution packages 

by RWE, large private German utility

• E-lane club: turnkey EV solution for 

corporate clients and municipalities, 

organized as a network

– Charging infrastructure

– Vehicles

– Technical support

– Marketing

– Charging offerings to end customers

– Green power

• E-paket: vehicle + charging station + 

electricity package for fleets in the  

Nordrhein-Westfallen region

• Full pilot with 100 EVs in Berlin
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REGULATION & COORDINATED INCENTIVES: WASHINGTON STATE

• Requires Regional Transportation Planning Organisations to secure federal or private funding to plan for 

charging stations and EV infrastructure in public off-street parking

• Large counties must have 10 % of public and private parking spaces EV-ready by 2018

• The state must install a recharging outlet for electrical vehicles in each state fleet lot and maintenance 

facility by 2015

• State and local government must convert to 100 percent bio-fuel or electricity in their vehicle fleets by 

2015

• Installation of charging points in highway rest stops

• Development of model ordinances and update of building and electrical codes

• Tax exemptions on products and services re. EVs

Washington State adopted Bill 1481: “The Green Highways Bill”.

Contains numerous provisions to help accelerate development of EV 

infrastructure and use of EVs in the State of Washington 



NATIONAL VISION: FRANCE’S 14 POINT PLAN

1. Infrastructure pilots in 2010

2. Integrate carbon-free vehicles in new transportation strategies

3. Develop a battery industry.

4. Coordinate large-scale EV purchases by private and public fleets

5. Confirm the financial incentive of €5,000 for vehicle purchases until 

2012.

6. Agree on a standard plug

7. Make charging points mandatory in new buildings starting in 2012

8. Provide a “right to the plug” in condominium properties

9. Make outlets mandatory in employer parking facilities starting in 2015

10. Agree on a standard European plug

11. Support municipalities in the deployment of charging infrastructure

12. Organise, facilitate and fund the deployment of charging stations 

13. Secure a source of non-fossil electricity for carbon-free vehicles

14. Research end-of-life solutions for batteries and their components

• In April, France announced a charter with 2 OEMs and 12 pilot cities to 

roll out vehicles and infrastructure by next year 20



PUBLIC AND PRIVATE EV PURCHASES: FRANCE

 10,000 for La Poste, about ¼ of the current delivery vehicle fleet 

 Concept of “competitive dialogue” with industry

 Joint procurement with public and private fleets, under EU public procurement rules

 To be rolled out in France and adjacent countries

 Executive steering committee, and technical working group

 2/3 will be light commercial vehicles, e.g. Kangoo or Transit Connect

La Poste – the postal service – was asked by the 

French Government to coordinate procurement of 

100,000 electric vehicles. 



• Car-sharing scheme using electric cars

• 3,000 full-size sedans in 1,000 stations in Paris and 30 surrounding municipalities

• 4,000 charging stations planned in Paris

• Short list of four candidates currently; ready in Autumn 2011

• Non-traditional car-sharing

– One-way trips allowed

– Walk-up use allowed, in addition to standard reservations

• €15-20 ($20-26) per month, plus €5 ($6.50) per half-hour

• Parisian cars are parked 95% of the time, and 16% of cars are used less than once a month –

Autolib could reduce the number of cars



• Launched by ECOtality ( formerly eTec)

• Federal ARRA (stimulus) funding: $100m

• 4,700 Nissan Leafs in 5 states by fall 2010

• 11,210 charging stations by summer 2010 in 11 cities including 260 Level III chargers

• 750 New Jobs by 2012;  5,500 New Jobs by 2017

• Sponsored by Department of Energy, and includes 40 partners such as, Zipcar, 

municipalities, Gridpoint, utilities, etc.  
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EARLY IMPLEMENTATIONS AT SCALE: US EV PROJECT



CASE STUDY: BOUCHERVILLE QC

• 50 Mitsubishi i-MiEVs

• $4.5 million

• To study the vehicles' charging 

behavior, driving experience and 

driver satisfaction; cold weather 

performance

• Mitsubishi, Hydro Québec, 

Boucherville, local businesses

• Proximity to HQ’s research facility

• Smart grid test area
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TOKYO: ELECTRIC TAXIS

• In Tokyo, taxis represent 2% of cars but 20% of vehicle emissions: 60,000 taxis in Tokyo – more 

than New York, Paris and London combined

• Avg. Tokyo taxi travels 280-300 km/day, exceeding range of most batteries. Taxi drivers can’t afford 

downtime

• Each taxi travels 100,000+ km per year. Heavy users = best economics, best environmental impact

• Battery switch provides “instant charge”

• Public-Private Partnership: Government, EV company Better Place, Nihon Kotsu (taxi company)
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DEMAND PROJECTIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION

• C40 EV Network surveying cities for high-level estimates

– Sedans and light commercial vehicles

– Non-emergency vehicles

– 0-50 miles (EV) and 50-100 miles (PHEV) per day

– Order of magnitude

• TAF FleetWise EV300 Initiative

– Full suite of services to support public & private fleets in the GTA

• Assessment of current fleet – suitability analysis

• Centralized spec preparation & consolidated RFP

• TCO-based ROI analysis & business case development

• Third-party in-service performance reporting

• Collaborative learning through calls, webinars, workshops



EV PREPAREDNESS BEST PRACTICES - GOVERNMENTS

• Clarity, Single Point of Entry and 

Leadership 

• Geographic Research – where, 

when, how?

• Pilot – to gather data: both fleets and 

individuals; coordination needed

• Process Maps – all installs, including 

workflows and roles

• Legislative and Regulatory Review 

• Incentives - coordination of packages 

• Education and Outreach 

• Regional Coordination



EV PREPAREDNESS BEST PRACTICES - FLEETS

• Keep the vision of carbon neutrality in 
mind 

– Is the proposed solution taking us 
there? Is it a flexible platform?

• Remember VKT x Vehicle x Fuel

• Not about silver bullets but several 
situation-specific approaches

• Identify opportunities for collaborations

• Thoroughly understand usage patterns

• Think about change management

• Proactively identify partnerships

• Start small but be ready to scale up –
ask “and then what”?



THANK YOU!

Antoine Belaieff, City Director - Toronto

abelaieff@clintonfoundation.org

416-777-0665

Stephen Crolius, Director, Transportation Program

scrolius@clintonfoundation.org

401-952-4944
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